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Heartbroken

Are you honest enough with yourself to

recognise when you are jealous of your

friend. Is it really their fault that they seem

so much better at some things than you?

How would you feel if you were disliked

purely because you manifested the talent in

yourself we are all born with. Don’ t fool

yourself it isn’ t flattery be be gleeful when

someone messes up. It says more about

your heart and mind. How can we stop

 ourselves from feeling like this? Remember

that what you think you become. When you

secretly wish your friend fails then you’ re

secretly plotting your own downfall. Look

at you friends strengths and remember you

can achieve and have whatever is is you

covet because when you wish them well .

You wish yourself the same. Be nice

Jealousy

When a friend breaks your heart it is pretty

hard to bounce back from it. If they are

completely clueless they won’ t even know

or wonder why you stopped communicating

with them. I figure that’s for them to figure

it out. The situation will keep repeating

itself until they get it. Don’ t  think you have

to teach or show them anything,that

sweets is what life is for. I’ve learnt you

won’ t be thanked because nobody likes to

admit their failings. It takes remarkable

inner strength to do that and those people

are very rare. It took me a while to realise

that bolting for the door was a pretty

mediocre way of dealing with pain. If your

friend breaks your heart ask them  why? If

they can’ t answer you’ ll have to decide

what’s best for you?

Forgiving

If you’ve read this thoroughly then

you’ ll see that reaching out when the

pain has subsided. Well this

could be a perfect time to learn

something about yourself and heal

stupid riffs that really do not amount

to anything when you examine then

closely. Every pain we go through

because of friendship is worth it

because it should bring you towards

your truth. We all live our lives in a

super protective veneer and

sometimes you let people in that

come with their nails out. Although

horrible at the time you can learn

from  it. Recognise that in your

willingness to be vulnerable you offer

yourself the one thing hate never

can. Self love, it is only when pain is

analysed and forgiven that you

appreciate we are all doing our best

based on what we were taught from

 birth about love.

Let hate go it costs

too much : )

"True friendship is a plant of slow growth, and must undergo and

withstand the shocks of adversity before it is entitled to the

appellation."

- George Washington (1732 - 1799) US Statesman.

Twitter

There isn’ t anybody a live that hasn’ t fallen out with somebody and I’m not advocating getting in touch with people you intrinsically

know that aren’ t for you. If you think you may of done a disservice to someone, judged them harshly or you can’ t even remember why

they aren’ t around anymore. Then, perhaps this might be the perfect vehicle for you. It isn’ t the easiest thing in the World for some to

say they are sorry but in order to fix certain circumstances it is important. Forgiving past pain is crucial if you desire to heal yourself.

I’ve met plenty who haven’ t and you know what? They still jabber on about something that someone did to them years ago, how sad is

that? Pain is comforting for some it seems the only thing worth investing in is misery. Like a bank, the more you put in the bigger your

investment grows. Place goodwill there instead. Then when you mess up because we all do you’ ll be able

to withdraw kindness too
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I’M HOLDING OUT MY HAND

Dear Friend,“
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